DYNAMIC DATA PATH COMPONENT CONFIGURATION APPARATUS AND METHODS

Abstract: Dynamic data path component configuration apparatus and methods are disclosed. A configuration of a data path link that is operatively coupled to a communication equipment data path is determined. A determination as to whether a configurable data path component, which is configurable to exchange data with the data path link and with another data path link, is configured compatibly with the determined configuration, is also made. If the configurable data path component is not configured compatibly with the determined configuration, then an operation to configure the configurable data path component is performed. The configuring operation could dynamically configure the data path component to increase or reduce data path speed, to bond multiple links, and/or to unbind multiple links, as electronic cards are installed or removed, for example. During the configuring operation, the configurable data path component is able to exchange data with other data path links and accordingly is non-service affecting.
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DYNAMIC DATA PATH COMPONENT CONFIGURATION APPARATUS AND
METHODS

Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to communications and, in particular, to configuring internal communication equipment data paths.

Background

Data path protocols and interfaces that are currently used for data exchanges within communication equipment tend not to be flexible. Dynamic changes between different electrical speeds and bandwidths are not practical. This can present a challenge, for example, when it is desired to implement multiple input/output (I/O) electronic circuit cards having different interface types in conjunction with a common central line processing card. The multiple I/O cards might be designed for 10Gbps, 5Gbps, and 2.5Gbps data path speeds, for instance.

Thus, in a high-speed line processing application, interfaces to a line processing card might be from different media with different interface speed requirements. Compounding this problem is the fact that components associated with data path interfaces are often placed on physically different printed circuit boards than components associated with a line processing card, for flexibility and re-use purposes. In addition, more and more communication equipment such as routers, particularly in the "Small Point of Presence" space, are being designed with multiple I/O cards interfacing to a single line processing card or switch fabric.
One design technique attempts to address these problems by effectively forcing higher speed technology than would otherwise be needed upon all I/O cards, including lower speed I/O cards. This approach, however, can impose significant cost burden on an equipment platform. For instance, lower speed I/O cards would require "speed down" flow control functionality as well as higher amounts of buffering for higher speed data path implementations. Cost and complexity of the lower speed I/O cards, and accordingly the equipment platform, would thereby be increased. Using lower speed I/O cards in conjunction with a higher speed data path also wastes capacity.

Other attempts have been made to solve these problems at a component level. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) having configurable data path transceivers are currently available. Although these transceivers could possibly be configured to support different interface speeds between multiple I/O cards and a single line processing card, transceiver configurations for all transceivers are normally dependent upon a specific FPGA program load. Changing the speed of one transceiver requires a complete new program load. The entire FPGA, including transceivers whose configurations are not being adjusted, is reset to initialize the new program load, and accordingly all data path transfers involving the FPGA are interrupted when the speed of only one of the FPGA transceivers is changed.

Since I/O cards and associated interface speed requirements can vary widely, this component-level solution is not always feasible. Every time an I/O card having a different interface speed than the predetermined speed that was chosen for a particular data path is installed in a card slot of an equipment shelf, to add a new I/O card or to
replace a currently installed I/O card for example, the
operation of all other I/O cards connected to the same line
processing card FPGA will be affected until the FPGA has
been re-loaded with a new program load.

This re-loading process also requires either
operator intervention to change program loads or a software
application load that bundles multiple FPGA loads and
selects the correct load based on a newly inserted I/O card.
In a bundled load approach, the requirement to have multiple
FPGA loads can significantly increase the amount of memory
needed to store the application load, as well as tax a main
card processor every time a new FPGA load is required. This
extra memory requirement increases the cost of the main card
and thus the equipment platform. In addition, the fact that
the main card processor can be busy downloading FPGAs each
time an I/O card is changed occupies system resources and
potentially blocks the use of other processor-intensive
features.

Thus, there remains a need for improved data path
configuration techniques.

**Summary of the Invention**

Embodiments of the invention address the above
issues by introducing dynamic configuration capabilities for
communication equipment data path interfaces. These
capabilities can avoid the need to re-load FPGAs when a card
is installed in equipment, reduce the amount of memory that
would otherwise be required for storing multiple FPGA loads,
and also support in-service, non-data affecting changes in
datapath "width" and/or rate so that inexpensive low-speed
cards can be used in conjunction with an equipment data path
that is also configurable for higher speeds.
According to an aspect of the invention, there is provided an apparatus that includes a configuration determining module for determining a configuration of a data path link that is operatively coupled to a data path interface of a plurality of communication equipment data path interfaces, and a data path component configuration module, operatively coupled to the configuration determining module, for determining whether a configurable data path component, which is configurable to exchange data with the data path link and with another data path link that is operatively coupled to another data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces, is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path link, for configuring the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link where the configurable data path component is not configured compatibly with the determined configuration, and for allowing the configurable data path component to exchange data with the other data path link during the configuring.

At least one of the configuration determining module and the configurable data path component configuration module may be implemented in software for execution by a processing element.

In some embodiments, the configurable data path component includes the data path component configuration module.

The configurable data path component may include a plurality of configurable data path links, each of the configurable data path links being configurable for exchanging data with respective data path links that are
operatively coupled to data path interfaces of the plurality of data path interfaces.

The data path link and the other data path link may be data path links implemented in communication devices. In this case, the configuration determining module may be further operable to determine the configuration of the data path link by determining a type of the communication device in which the data path link is implemented.

In some embodiments, the configuration determining module is operable to determine a speed at which the data path link is configured to communicate, and the data path component configuration module is operable to determine whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed, and, where the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link at a speed other than the determined speed, to configure the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed, and to allow the configurable data path component to exchange data with the other data path link during the configuration.

If the configurable data path component includes a timing signal selector for selecting, from a plurality of timing signals, one timing signal for elements of the configurable data path component that are involved in exchanging data with the data path link, the data path component configuration module may be operable to configure the data path component by controlling the timing signal selector to select a different one of the timing signals for the elements of the configurable data path component that are involved in exchanging data with the data path link.
The configuration determining module may be operable to determine whether the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link that is operatively coupled to a further data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces, and wherein the data path component configuration module is operable, where the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link, to determine whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, and, where the configurable data path component is not configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, to configure the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, and to allow the configurable data path component to exchange data with the other data path link during the configuration. These functions of the configuration determining module and the data path component configuration module may be provided instead of or in addition to the speed determining and configuration functions.

The apparatus may be implemented, for example, in communication equipment that also includes the plurality of data path interfaces operatively coupled to the configuration determining module and to the configurable data path component. The communication equipment may include an equipment shelf having a plurality of electronic card slots. The card slots may include a card slot for receiving an electronic card that comprises the data path component configuration module and the configurable data path component, and card slots comprising the plurality of
data path interfaces, for receiving electronic cards that comprise one or more data path links.

A method is also provided, and includes determining a configuration of a data path link that is operatively coupled to a data path interface of a plurality of communication equipment data path interfaces, determining whether a configurable data path component, which is configurable to exchange data with the data path link and with another data path link that is operatively coupled to another data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces, is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path link, configuring the configurable data path component for exchanging data with the data path link, where the configurable data path component is not configured compatibly with the determined configuration, and maintaining a data exchange between the configurable data path component and another data path link during the configuring.

If the configurable data path component includes a plurality of configurable data path links for exchanging data with the data path links that are operatively coupled to respective data path interfaces of the plurality of data path interfaces, the operation of configuring may involve configuring the configurable data path link that is for exchanging data with the data path link that has the determined configuration.

The data path link and the other data path link may be data path links implemented in communication devices. In this case, the operation of determining a configuration may involve determining a type of the communication device in which the data path link is implemented.
In some embodiments, the operation of determining a configuration involves determining a speed at which the data path link is configured to communicate, the operation of determining whether the configurable data path component is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path link involves determining whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed, and the operation of configuring involves configuring the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed, where the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link at a speed other than the determined speed.

Configuring the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed may involve changing a timing signal used by elements of the configurable data path component that are involved in exchanging data with the data path link.

The operation of determining a configuration may also or instead involve determining whether the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link that is operatively coupled to a further data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces, the operation of determining whether the configurable data path component is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path link may also or instead involve, where the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link, determining whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical
data path, and the operation of configuring may also or instead involve configuring the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, where the configurable data path component is not configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path.

Another aspect of the invention provides an apparatus including a configuration determining module for monitoring a plurality of communication equipment data path interfaces, the configuration determining module being operable to determine a configuration of each data path link that is operatively coupled to a respective data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces, and a data path component configuration module, operatively coupled to the configuration determining module, and operable to detect any incompatible configurations between the configurable data path component and each data path link, and to configure the configurable data path component to resolve a detected incompatible configuration while allowing the configurable data path component to exchange data with any data path links with which the configurable data path component is compatibly configured.

In some embodiments, the configuration determining module is operable to determine at least one of: a data path speed configuration parameter and a single logical data path configuration parameter. The data path component configuration module may then be operable to detect incompatible configurations of the at least one of the data path speed configuration parameter and the single logical data path configuration parameter.
Other aspects and features of embodiments of the present invention will become apparent to those ordinarily skilled in the art upon review of the following description.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Examples of embodiments of the invention will now be described in greater detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a communication system.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of communication equipment.

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of a dynamic data path component configuration method.

**Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments**

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a communication system 10, in which some embodiments of the invention may be implemented. The communication system 10 includes end user communication equipment 12, 18, network elements 13, 16, and a communication network 14. Although many installations of end user equipment 12, 18 and network elements 13, 16 may be connected to the communication network 14, only two examples of each of these components have been labelled in Fig. 1 in order to avoid overly complicating the drawing. It should therefore be appreciated that the system of Fig. 1, as well as the contents of the other drawings, are intended solely for illustrative purposes, and that the present invention is in no way limited to the particular example embodiments explicitly shown in the drawings and described herein.
The end user equipment 12, 18 represents communication equipment that is configured to generate and transmit and/or to receive and terminate communication traffic. Although shown as being directly connected to the network elements 13, 16, it will be apparent that the end user equipment 12, 18 may communicate with the network elements 13, 16 through other components (not shown).

Switches and routers are illustrative of the types of communication equipment represented by the network elements 13, 16. The network elements 13, 16 provide access to the communication network 14 and thus have been shown separately in Fig. 1 for illustrative purposes.

The communication network 14, in addition to the border or edge network elements 13, 16, may also include intermediate network elements which route communication traffic through the communication network 14. It should be noted that, in some embodiments, the network 14 could, itself, consist of the network elements 13, 16. The network elements 13, 16 may thus be edge, core, or other types of communication equipment.

Many different types of end user, intermediate, and network communication equipment, as well as the operation thereof, will be apparent to those skilled in the art. In general, communication traffic originating with end user equipment 12, 18, and possibly other sources of communication traffic, for transfer to a remote destination through the communication network 14 is received by a network element 13, 16, translated between different protocols or formats if necessary, and routed through the communication network 14. In a particular example embodiment, the network elements 13, 16 exchange traffic
with the end user communication equipment 12, 18 over
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) or Synchronous Optical
Network (SONET), using Packet over SONET (POS) mechanisms
for instance, whereas the communication network 14 is an IP
or MPLS network. However, it should be appreciated that
embodiments of the invention are not limited to any
particular types of communication equipment, transfer
mechanisms, or protocols.

One common type of installation for communication
network equipment such as the network elements 13, 16
includes an equipment rack carrying shelves that have
multiple slots for receiving electronic circuit cards. The
communication equipment may include hardware for supporting
communications with the communication network 14 and for
performing general processing of communication traffic.
Electronic circuit cards such as line cards and I/O cards
are then used in one or more of the slots to provide a
medium- or protocol-specific interface. Using this kind of
architecture, it tends to be easier to maintain spares for
medium-specific modules in case of equipment failure, and
substantially the same hardware core may be used in
conjunction with various medium-specific modules.

In communication equipment such as the network
elements 13, 16, it may be desirable to allow different
types of I/O cards that have different speeds and possibly
other interface requirements to be used in conjunction with
the same line processing card.

As noted above, embodiments of the invention
support dynamic configuration of communication equipment
data path components. For example, dynamic speed changes on
the same data path interface may be supported by dynamically
configuring a corresponding transceiver in a line processing card FPGA depending on the configuration of an I/O card data path transceiver. This would allow lower speed I/O cards to be designed more cheaply, using cheaper FPGAs, slower speed grades, and less if any external support circuitry for speed down, for instance.

Multiple data path transceivers might also or instead be dynamically combined into a single logical channel. This allows a higher data path speed than would normally be possible, and thus can provide support for higher speed I/O cards.

Where both dynamic speed changes and dynamic logical combining are supported, a communication equipment data path can be scaled in two dimensions, specifically speed and "width". For example, a single data path transceiver might be configurable for speeds of up to 2.5Gbps. This transceiver could then be dynamically re-configured as necessary until I/O card speed requirements exceed 2.5Gbps. At that point, two transceivers could be logically combined to achieve an overall speed of up to 5Gbps through two data path interfaces. Higher speeds might be achieved in a similar manner by logically combining more than two transceivers/interfaces.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of communication equipment. The equipment 20 may be implemented in a network element such as the network elements 13, 16 of Fig. 1, for example.

The equipment 20 includes a plurality of communication devices, shown as I/O cards 22, 32, data path interfaces 42, 44, 46 operatively coupled to the data path transceivers 26, 28, 36 of the I/O cards 22, 32, a
configurable data path component 50 operatively coupled to the data path interfaces 42, 44, 46, and a configuration determining module 59 operatively coupled to the data path interfaces 42, 44, 46. Each of the I/O cards 22, 32 includes one or more communication medium interface(s) 24, 34 and one or more data path transceivers 26, 28, 36, which are implemented using FPGAs 29, 39 in the example shown.

It should be appreciated that the particular structure shown in Fig. 2 is intended solely for the purposes of illustration, and not to limit the invention.

For example, communication equipment in which an embodiment of the invention is implemented may include more or fewer communication devices, of similar or different types, than the two I/O cards 22, 32 specifically shown. Other components might also be provided to process communication traffic that is received on or is to be transmitted through the communication medium interface(s) 24, 34. In addition, FPGA transceivers represent only one illustrative example of a type of transceiver, or more generally a type of data path link, to which the techniques disclosed herein might be applied.

The types of connections through which the components of Fig. 2 are operatively coupled may, to at least some extent, be implementation-dependent.

Communication equipment components often use various types of physical connectors and wired connections such as midplane and backplane conductors, although the present invention is in no way limited to wired connections. In the case of cooperating software functions, for example, an operative coupling may be through variables or registers,
and thus moreso a logical coupling than a direct physical coupling.

Referring first to the I/O cards 22, 32, the communication medium interface(s) 24, 34 provide one or more interfaces to respective communication media. These interfaces may include, for example, communication ports for connection to physical communication lines, or I/O modules for connection to components such as line cards that enable communication traffic to be exchanged with other communication devices or equipment. The interface(s) 24, 34 may thus be directly or indirectly coupled to communication media. In one embodiment, the communication medium interface(s) 24, 34 handle communication traffic of different types.

Hardware, software, firmware, or combinations thereof may be used to implement the communication medium interface(s) 24, 34. Components that may be suitable for implementing the interface(s) 24, 34 include, among others, microprocessors, microcontrollers, programmable logic devices (PLDs), FPGAs, Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), and other types of "intelligent" integrated circuits.

As shown, the data path transceivers 26, 28, 36 may be provided in FPGAs 29, 39, although other types of transceivers may instead be used in any or all communication devices deployed in communication equipment. In one embodiment, the data path transceivers 26, 28, 36 are configurable high-speed serial transceivers, and are configured to exchange data with other transceivers at a speed selected during design of the I/O cards 22, 32. Examples of such serial transceivers, other types of
transceivers, and their operation will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

These data path transceivers 26, 28, 36 are illustrative of one possible implementation of data path links that may be provided on an I/O card or other communication device. Embodiments of the present invention are described herein primarily with reference to the data path transceivers 26, 28, 36, but are in no way limited to transceiver-based data path links. For example, a data path link might support only unidirectional data transfer. In this case, some sort of receiver or transmitter may be provided instead of a transceiver. References herein to data path transceivers and data path links should be interpreted accordingly.

The data path interfaces 42, 44, 46, like other components of the communication equipment 20, may be implemented using hardware, software, firmware, or some combination thereof. In some embodiments, the data path interfaces 42, 44, 46 are physical connectors through which the I/O cards access an internal data path of the communication equipment 20. Where the equipment 20 has a shelf/card-based architecture, for example, the data path interfaces 42, 44, 46 might be a card slot connector that includes contacts through which I/O card pins or conductors are coupled to midplane or backplane conductors when an I/O card 22, 32 is installed in a card slot. As those skilled in the art will appreciate, similar data path interfaces may be provided for the configurable data path component 50, but have not been shown in Fig. 2 so as to avoid further complicating the drawing.
The configurable data path component 50, another component that could be implemented in hardware, software, and/or firmware, is dynamically configurable for exchanging data with any data path transceivers 26, 28, 36 that are operatively coupled to the data path interfaces 42, 44, 46. Like the data path transceivers 26, 28, 36, the data path transceivers 52, 54, 56 may be provided in an FPGA. As noted above with reference to the data path transceivers 26, 28, 36, the data path transceivers 52, 54, 56 need not necessarily be FPGA transceivers, and represent one illustrative example of a data path link.

In accordance with an aspect of the invention, the data path transceivers 52, 54, 56 are dynamically configurable for exchanging data with respective data path transceivers that are operatively coupled to the data path interfaces 42, 44, 46. The configuration module 58, which is at least operatively coupled to the configurable data path component 50, and may be provided as part of the configurable data path component 50 as shown, provides the dynamic configuration function as described in further detail below.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the configuration determining module 59 is implemented in software for execution by a communication equipment control processor or another processor. The configurable data path component 50 may be provided on a main line processing card, for example, which has a central processor that may execute configuration determining software and other software. Some FPGAs also incorporate their own processors, and thus the configurable data path component 50 or a device used to implement that component could possibly implement the data
path transceivers 52, 54, 56, the configuration module 58, and the configuration determining module 59.

In operation, the configuration determining module 59 determines a configuration of a data path transceiver 26, 28, 36, or more generally a data path link as noted above, that is operatively coupled to a data path interface 42, 44, 46. Where the data path interfaces 42, 44, 46 are card slot connectors, for example, an I/O card 22, 32 might not be installed in every card slot. As such, the configuration determining module 59 might at any time determine the configuration of one, or more than one, data path transceiver 26, 28, 36. Although in some embodiments the configuration determining module 59 determines the configuration of each data path transceiver 26, 28, 36, it should be appreciated that this function, and dynamic configuration of the configurable data path component 50, need not be supported for every data path interface 42, 44, 46 of a piece of communication equipment. For instance, certain card slots could be intended to receive only certain types of cards having specific data path requirements, whereas other card slots support multiple card types and interface requirements.

The configuration determining module 59 may determine the configuration of a data path transceiver in any of various ways. An explicit messaging mechanism, whereby the configuration determining module 59 submits a configuration query to and receives a response from a data path transceiver 26, 28, 36 through its corresponding data path interface 42, 44, 46, may be provided. According to another embodiment, the configuration determining module 59 determines a type of an I/O card 22, 32 or other communication device in which a data path transceiver is
implemented, and determines the transceiver configuration based on the determined card or device type. Card or device type could be determined through a type query and response mechanism, by reading a type identifier from a predetermined location in a card or device memory when a card installation is detected during monitoring of the data path interfaces 42, 44, 46, or by otherwise providing a type identifier or indication from a card or device to the configuration determining module 59, for example. The subsequent determination of configuration based on card or device type might be supported using a type to configuration mapping table stored in a memory, or by some other means for mapping type to configuration.

Type-based configuration determination is feasible where particular types of cards or devices are configured in specific predetermined ways. However, it should be appreciated that the present invention is in no way restricted to implementation in conjunction with cards or devices that have predetermined configurations, or to type-based determination of data path transceiver configurations. Further configuration determination mechanisms are also contemplated. A user interface operatively coupled to the configuration determining module 59 would allow an operator to specify a card type or data path link configuration for a newly installed card, for example.

As noted above, the configurable data path component 50 is configurable to exchange data with the data path transceivers 26, 28, 36 that are operatively coupled to respective data path interfaces 42, 44, 46. Once the configuration determining module 59 has determined the configuration of a data path transceiver 26, 28, 36, the configuration module 58 determines whether the configurable
data path component 50 is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path transceiver. This compatibility determination may be made for any or all of the data path transceivers 26, 28, 36 that are operatively coupled to a data path interface 42, 44, 46 and for which the configuration determining module 59 has determined a configuration.

If the configurable data path component 50 is not configured compatibly with the determined configuration, the configuration module 58 configures the configurable data path component 50 for exchanging data with the or each data path transceiver that has an incompatible configuration, but allows the configurable data path component 50 to exchange data with one or more other data path transceivers during this configuration.

The configuration process might be most clearly illustrated by way of example. Consider a possible scenario in which the data path transceivers 52, 54 of the configurable data path component 50 are compatibly configured with their corresponding I/O card data path transceivers 26, 28, but the data path transceivers 56, 36 are configured for different speeds. In this case, and in accordance with an aspect of the invention, the configuration of the data path transceiver 56 is modified so that its speed matches the configured speed of the data path transceiver 36.

When the I/O card 32 is first installed, for example, the data path transceiver 56 might not yet be configured. It is also possible that a default configuration or a previous configuration of the data path transceiver 56 for a different I/O card is not compatible
with the configuration of the data path transceiver 36. It should therefore be appreciated that configuration of the configurable data path component 50 to match the configuration of a card or device data path transceiver such as 36 may involve initially configuring or re-configuring the configurable data path component. References herein to configuring a configurable data path component should be interpreted accordingly.

According to an aspect of the invention,

configuring the configurable data path component 50 in respect of one card or device data path transceiver 36, which in the example shown in Fig. 2 involves configuring one data path transceiver 56, does not affect data transfers between other data path transceivers. Thus, where the speed of the data path transceiver 56 is to be changed, the data path transceivers 26/52, 28/54 are allowed to continue exchanging data while the data path transceiver 56 is being configured.

Data path speeds are thereby dynamically configurable on a per-data path link basis. This dynamic capability is provided in one embodiment by segmenting a program load for an FPGA that is used to implement the configurable data path component 50 into distinct and separately replaceable segments. A program load segment by which a serializer/deserializer (SERDES) and other supporting logic for the data path transceiver 56 is initialized can then be loaded into the configurable data path component without affecting program load segments for the other data path transceivers 52, 54. The configuration module 58 may obtain new program load segments from a local store, in a memory of a main processing card on which the configurable data path component 50 and the configuration
module 58 are implemented for instance, or possibly from a remote store. It should be noted that local storage of program load segments would occupy much less memory than a bundle of multiple entire FPGA program loads, as required in some currently available systems.

Dynamic configuration may also involve other operations than loading or re-loading a program load segment. For example, multiple timing signals for clocking the SERDES and supporting logic might be provided in or provided to the configurable data path component 50 so as to enable the data path transceivers 52, 54, 56 to be configured for any of multiple data path speeds. In this case, the configuration module 58 could control a timing signal selector for each data path transceiver 52, 54, 56 so that transceiver elements, such as a SERDES and supporting logic, that are involved in exchanging data with a card or device data path transceiver use a specific timing signal. The selectors may be dynamically controllable to select a different timing signal for each data path transceiver 52, 54, 56 to accommodate different data path speeds as card or device transceiver configurations change.

The configuration module 58 is thus operable in one embodiment to determine whether the configurable data path component 50 is configured to exchange data with the I/O card data path transceiver 36 at the configured speed of that data path transceiver, as determined by the configuration determining module 59. If the configurable data path component 50, and in particular the data path transceiver 56 in the example shown in Fig. 2, is configured to exchange data with the data path transceiver 36 at a speed other than the determined speed, then the configuration module 58 configures the configurable data
path component to exchange data with the data path transceiver 36 at the determined speed. The configurable data path component 50 is able to exchange data with the other data path transceivers 26, 28 during this configuration of the data path transceiver 56.

Another configuration parameter that might also or instead be determined by the configuration determining module 59 and dynamically controlled by the configuration module 58 is whether a data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link that is operatively coupled to a different data path interface. This may be referred to in some systems as channel bonding or interface bonding.

A determination of this logical data path status may be made using any of the mechanisms noted above in connection with data path link speed determination or a different mechanism. According to one embodiment of the invention, the configurable data path component 50 is configurable for use with I/O cards that may connect to a single card slot connector or multiple card slot connectors. In the equipment 20, the I/O card 22 is two slots wide, whereas the I/O card 32 occupies a single slot. The configuration determining module 59 may determine and compare card identifiers for the cards that are operatively coupled to each data path interface 42, 44, 46 to detect I/O cards such as the I/O card 22 that occupy multiple slots.

Multiple-slot cards may be configured to combine multiple data path transceivers/interfaces into a single logical data path. The final determination as to data path status for a multiple-slot card may involve a further operation to confirm that the card has been configured for a
single logical data path. In some embodiments, the configuration determining module 59 assumes that any multiple-slot cards are configured for respective single logical data paths.

Data exchanged over multiple physical paths of a single logical data path is distributed between the physical paths by a sending transceiver and combined from the physical paths by a receiving transceiver. If the data path transceivers 26, 28 have been configured to implement a single logical path but the data path transceivers 52, 54 of the configurable data path component 50 have not, then the data path transceivers 52, 54 are compatibly configured by the configuration module 58. This configuration operation may involve establishing or changing settings of the data path transceivers 52, 54 and/or loading program load segments, for example, and does not affect the data path transceiver 56.

Inverse "un-bonding" configuration of data path transceivers might also be performed if a multiple-card slot is replaced with one or more separate cards in the same slots. Supposing that the I/O cards 22, 32 had replaced a three-slot I/O card, then the data path transceiver 56 would be configured by the configuration module 58 to effectively remove that data path transceiver from the single logical channel.

Dynamic speed configuration and dynamic single logical data path configuration may be independently implemented in embodiments of the invention. Support for both features in the same configurable data path component, however, would provide for two dimensions of dynamic data
path configuration and accordingly two dimensions for scaling communication equipment.

Although described above primarily in terms of the communication equipment 20, the invention may also be implemented in other forms, illustratively as a method. Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of a dynamic data path component configuration method according to another embodiment of the invention.

The method 60 begins at 62 with detection of an electronic circuit card. This represents one example of a trigger by which a configuration determination and dynamic configuration process may be invoked. Other trigger events might include, among others, an equipment reset or an operator command for instance.

At 64, the configuration of a data path link that is operatively coupled to a data path interface is determined. This operation may be repeated for multiple data path links if more than one link has been installed.

A determination is then made at 66 as to whether a configurable data path component, which is configurable to exchange data with data path links that are operatively coupled to respective data path interfaces, is configured compatibly with the configuration (s) determined at 64. If the current configurations are compatible, then all links have been configured appropriately, and no further configuration operations are necessary. In this case, the method ends at 69, but may subsequently be repeated responsive to installation of a new card, as would be detected at 62, or some other trigger event.
Where the current configuration of the configurable data path component is not compatible with the determined configuration of a data path link, the configurable data path component is configured at 68 for exchanging data with that data path link. This configuration may resolve configuration differences for more than one data path link. However, as will be apparent from at least the foregoing description of Fig. 2, data exchange between the configurable data path component and other data path links, for which the configurable data path component is compatibly configured, is maintained during the configuring at 68.

The method 60 represents an illustrative example of a method according to one embodiment of the invention. Other embodiments may include further, fewer, or different operations, performed in a similar or different order, than explicitly shown in Fig. 3. For example, the operations of the method 60 may be performed in any of various ways. Several mechanisms for determining configurations, as well as speed and single logical data path configuration parameters, have been described above. Further variations of the method 60 may also be or become apparent to those skilled in the art.

Embodiments of the invention as disclosed herein may be used to provide more flexibility in communication equipment internal data paths than is currently available. A dynamic extension of data path configuration may allow more cost-effective circuit card and communication equipment design by not restricting a data path to a specific fixed speed between data path links.
What has been described is merely illustrative of the application of principles of embodiments of the invention. Other arrangements and methods can be implemented by those skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the present invention.

For example, the particular division of functions as shown in Fig. 2 is intended solely for the purposes of illustration. The present invention is not limited to any particular physical implementation or division of function. Other embodiments may implement the functions disclosed herein using fewer or further components interconnected in a similar or different manner than explicitly shown.

In addition, although described primarily in the context of systems and methods, other implementations of the invention are also contemplated, as instructions stored on a machine-readable medium for instance.
We Claim:

1. An apparatus comprising:
   a configuration determining module for determining a configuration of a data path link that is operatively coupled to a data path interface of a plurality of communication equipment data path interfaces; and
   a data path component configuration module, operatively coupled to the configuration determining module, for determining whether a configurable data path component, which is configurable to exchange data with the data path link and with another data path link that is operatively coupled to another data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces, is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path link, for configuring the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link where the configurable data path component is not configured compatibly with the determined configuration, and for allowing the configurable data path component to exchange data with the other data path link during the configuring.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein at least one of the configuration determining module and the configurable data path component configuration module is implemented in software for execution by a processing element.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the configurable data path component comprises the data path component configuration module.
4. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the configurable data path component comprises a plurality of configurable data path links, each of the configurable data path links being configurable for exchanging data with respective data path links that are operatively coupled to data path interfaces of the plurality of data path interfaces.

5. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the data path link and the other data path link comprise data path links implemented in communication devices, and wherein the configuration determining module is further operable to determine the configuration of the data path link by determining a type of the communication device in which the data path link is implemented.

6. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the configuration determining module is operable to determine a speed at which the data path link is configured to communicate, and wherein the data path component configuration module is operable to determine whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed, and, where the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link at a speed other than the determined speed, to configure the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed, and to allow the configurable data
path component to exchange data with the other data path link during the configuration.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the configurable data path component comprises a timing signal selector for selecting, from a plurality of timing signals, one timing signal for elements of the configurable data path component that are involved in exchanging data with the data path link, and wherein the data path component configuration module is operable to configure the data path component by controlling the timing signal selector to select a different one of the timing signals for the elements of the configurable data path component that are involved in exchanging data with the data path link.

8. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the configuration determining module is operable to determine whether the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link that is operatively coupled to a further data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces, and wherein the data path component configuration module is operable, where the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link, to determine whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, and, where the configurable data path component is not configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, to configure the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link and
9. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the configuration determining module is further operable to determine whether the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link that is operatively coupled to a further data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces, and wherein the data path component configuration module is further operable, where the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link, to determine whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, and, where the configurable data path component is not configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, to further configure the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, and to allow the configurable data path component to exchange data with the other data path link during the configuration.

10. Communication equipment comprising:

the apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 3; and
the plurality of data path interfaces, operatively
coupled to the configuration determining module and to the
configurable data path component.

11. The communication equipment of claim 10, wherein
the communication equipment comprises an equipment shelf
having a plurality of electronic card slots, the plurality
of electronic card slots comprising an electronic card slot
for receiving an electronic card that comprises the data
path component configuration module and the configurable
data path component, and electronic card slots comprising
the plurality of data path interfaces, for receiving
electronic cards that comprise one or more data path links.

12. A method comprising:

determining a configuration of a data path link
that is operatively coupled to a data path interface of a
plurality of communication equipment data path interfaces;

determining whether a configurable data path
component, which is configurable to exchange data with the
data path link and with another data path link that is
operatively coupled to another data path interface of the
plurality of data path interfaces, is configured compatibly
with the determined configuration of the data path link;

configuring the configurable data path component
for exchanging data with the data path link, where the
configurable data path component is not configured
compatibly with the determined configuration; and
maintaining a data exchange between the configurable data path component and another data path link during the configuring.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the configurable data path component comprises a plurality of configurable data path links for exchanging data with the data path links that are operatively coupled to respective data path interfaces of the plurality of data path interfaces, and wherein configuring comprises configuring the configurable data path link that is for exchanging data with the data path link that has the determined configuration.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein the data path link and the other data path link comprise data path links implemented in communication devices, and wherein determining a configuration comprises determining a type of the communication device in which the data path link is implemented.

15. The method of any one of claims 12 to 14, wherein determining a configuration comprises determining a speed at which the data path link is configured to communicate,

wherein determining whether the configurable data path component is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path link comprises determining whether the configurable data path component is configured
to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed, and

wherein configuring comprises configuring the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link at the determined speed, where the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link at a speed other than the determined speed.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein configuring comprises changing a timing signal used by elements of the configurable data path component that are involved in exchanging data with the data path link.

17. The method of any one of claims 12 to 14,

wherein determining a configuration comprises determining whether the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link that is operatively coupled to a further data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces,

wherein determining whether the configurable data path component is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path link comprises, where the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link, determining whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, and
wherein configuring comprises configuring the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, where the configurable data path component is not configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path.

18. The method of claim 15,

wherein determining a configuration further comprises determining whether the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link that is operatively coupled to a further data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces,

wherein determining whether the configurable data path component is configured compatibly with the determined configuration of the data path link further comprises, where the data path link is configured to form a single logical data path with a further data path link, determining whether the configurable data path component is configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, and

wherein configuring further comprises configuring the configurable data path component to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path, where the configurable data path component is not configured to exchange data with the data path link and the further data path link as a single logical data path.
19. An apparatus comprising:

a configuration determining module for monitoring a plurality of communication equipment data path interfaces, the configuration determining module being operable to determine a configuration of each data path link that is operatively coupled to a respective data path interface of the plurality of data path interfaces; and

a data path component configuration module, operatively coupled to the configuration determining module, and operable to detect any incompatible configurations between the configurable data path component and each data path link, and to configure the configurable data path component to resolve a detected incompatible configuration while allowing the configurable data path component to exchange data with any data path links with which the configurable data path component is compatibly configured.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the configuration determining module is operable to determine at least one of: a data path speed configuration parameter and a single logical data path configuration parameter, and wherein the data path component configuration module is operable to detect incompatible configurations of the at least one of the data path speed configuration parameter and the single logical data path configuration parameter.
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